In examining goods at online shops, users retrieve goods' pictures via an internet browser. In case of retrieving goods whose properties are concrete like books, CD, DVD, etc., it is not difficult to decide keywords for retrieving the goods. However, it is not easy in retrieving goods whose properties are abstract like bouquets, drawings, etc. Although a system of image retrieval with Kansei words has been proposed, the accuracy of retrieval results in the system is still not sufficient. Kansei words are adjectives which represent human feelings, impressions, etc. In this paper, we proposed a system of image retrieval with users' preferences in addition to Kansei words. By considering users' preferences for retrieving goods' pictures, we aim to improve the accuracy of the former system. Fig. 1 shows the outline of the proposed system. In the proposed system, we introduced users' preferences for the goods and the technique of collaborative filtering into the former system. Users' preferences for goods are collected in advance and applied to exclude excessive images against the preferences by collaborative filtering. And then, we changed the equation of correlation coefficient for collaborative filtering. Fig. 1 shows the outline of the proposed system. In the proposed system, we introduced users' preferences for the goods and the technique of collaborative filtering into Fig. 1 . The outline of the poposal system the former system. Users' preferences for goods are collected in advance and applied to exclude excessive images against the preferences by collaborative filtering. And then, we changed the equation of correlation coefficient for collaborative filtering.
In experiments to evaluate the proposed system, using 80 users' preferences, we measured the accuracy of the image database obtained by collaborative filtering. Table 1 shows results of the measurements. Besides, we measured how many images which correspond with human preferences were retrieved. Fig. 2 shows the precision and recall of retrieval results. Both of them show the efficiency of collaborative filtering for the image retrieval. Hidetaka Nambo * , Member, Tadashi Okamine * * , Non-member, Haruhiko Kimura * , Non-member, Minoru Nakazawa * * * , Non-member, Shimmi Hattori * * * * , Non-member When we examine goods with their pictures at online shops, regarding flowers and drawings, it is difficult to give proper keywords for retrieving goods' pictures. To refer their pictures efficiently, image retrieval systems using adjectives called as Kansei words, which represent human feelings, impressions, etc., are proposed. However, since the current systems retrieve pictures without customers' preferences, outputs disagree with the preferences. To cope with the problem, we propose an image retrieval system with Kansei words according to users' preferences. Experimental results have shown the efficiencies of the proposed system comparing with performances of a conventional system. 
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